
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a scientist, process
development. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for scientist, process development

Collaborate with the analytical development teams in support of process
development, to drive new analytical method development where required
for process characterization
Supports the successful process development and technology transfer of Cell
and Gene Therapy products
Execute high throughput process development (HTPD) experiments with BSL-
1 and BSL-2 biological agents and viruses
Applies understanding of the scientific fundamentals of cell culture unit
operations used in cell and gene therapy manufacturing to develop and
justify development strategies and experimental designs
Responsible for trouble shooting, deviation investigation and product impact
assessment for projects employing developed technology/processes
Designs manufacturing suite and process flow for new clients
Perform lab-scale downstream processing and in-process assay support for
vaccine products and intermediates using standard purification techniques
Organizing scientific reports, tagging documents, and uploading to a new
data management system while bridging documents with existing systems
Interacting with external manufacturing sites to work through documentation
back logs
Participate in external scientific community

Qualifications for scientist, process development

Example of Scientist, Process Development Job
Description
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Ability to understand and execute experiments independently in fulfillment of
assigned program objectives in a manner that meets quality and time line
expectations
Ability to work independently and/or in a team environment and is results
oriented
Bachelors or Master’s Degree in Microbiology, Cell Biology, Biochemical
Engineering or related field
Experience in fermentation and/or cell culture, including stirred tank and
rocking motion bioreactors, and bioreactors for adherent cell culture
Familiarity with DOE strategies to develop fermentation and/or cell culture
procedures suitable for cGMP production
Experience with data analysis using statistical tools and compiling summary
reports


